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Foreword
Airline customer behaviour is changing because the internet has fundamentally reshaped how customers
buy travel. This customer behaviour is, in turn, driving a sea change in how airlines think about their selling
and distribution capabilities.
Airlines have to be dramatically more effective in how they sell, so that their customers find the value they
seek. To deliver this value, airlines have to see themselves as retailers of products and services rather than
just ‘seat sellers’.
However, the challenge of packaging, pricing and distributing air products (for example, seats) and nonair products (such as car hire and hotels) across the channels through which customers are buying is
formidable. In turn, merchandising and differentiating these products and services through indirect
channels such as online travel agents, corporate travel agents, metasearch sites and aggregators requires a
new approach.
Why is this? The reality for airlines is that their legacy technology systems are incompatible, literally and
metaphorically, with the new way of doing business. Low-cost carriers start with a blank tech slate and use
‘fit for purpose’ retailing technology available from scratch. In contrast, full-service carriers have to cope
with a technology stack dating back to the 1970s that supports the selling of seats, and little else.
IATA launched the NDC standard in 2012 specifically to help airlines sell their products and services in a
way that customers want to buy them. Eight years on, the adoption and development of NDC continues
to progress, new players and platforms emerge and the data gets more actionable. Most of all, however,
passengers become more demanding.
OpenJaw Technologies has been at the forefront of helping airlines transform into travel retailers for almost
two decades. We have found that by adopting a ‘retailing’ mindset, airlines can flip their thinking about their
customer on its head and, in doing so, drive more revenue, larger margins and increased profits.
In this booklet, we will look at the connection between NDC and retailing, explaining how the former is
rapidly becoming the foundational technology for the latter.

Regards,

Bryan Porter

Bryan Porter
Chief Commercial Officer, OpenJaw Technologies
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Introduction
Airline retailing can be described as providing the right product and service to the right customer,
delivered through the right channel, at the right time, in a way that is visually appealing and easy for
customers to understand and to purchase.
A more sophisticated definition of airline retailing would also include the fact that great retailers also
understand who their customers are, deliver personalised products and content to them, as well as
referencing all the past transaction data collected to recommend products or services for future trips.
David Rogers of Columbia University, author of ‘The Digital Transformation Playbook’, has written that
digital transformation ‘is not about tech, it is about a mindset’. Airlines can adopt this phrase to frame
their move away from selling and into retailing. If you wish to transform your airline in to a travel retailer,
you also need to transform your mindset.

“Every business begun before the internet now faces the same
challenge: How to transform to compete in a digital economy? But
digital transformation is not about technology—it’s about upgrading
your strategic thinking”.
David Rogers, Author, “The Digital Transformation Playbook”, Columbia Business School
NDC can turn airlines into retailers. It allows them to showcase their product in the indirect channel in
a way which reflects the hundreds of millions of dollars, euro and renminbi spent on aircraft, in-flight
product and marketing. NDC allows airlines to recognise the searcher, shopper or booker, and identify
which channel a customer has used to get to the product page. It facilitates the integration of rich
content into the search, shop and booking flows so that the customer knows exactly what he or she is
buying.
This is a game-changer for airlines as NDC is the language that will help airlines deliver a great search,
shop and booking flow. Revenues, brand awareness, positive social sentiment, conversion rates and
repeat bookings will flow from here.
But this transformative technology is rendered useless if airlines are still thinking in legacy terms.
For decades the idea of ‘selling a seat’ was hardwired into how airlines operated. The emergence of
ancillaries should have changed this approach, but many airlines simply switched from ‘selling a seat’ to
‘selling a seat and a bag’.
This is not how airline retailing works, nor how NDC should be used. In fact, IATA’s Leaderboard airlines –
the 21 airlines which have committed to getting 20% of their indirect bookings through NDC channels by
2020 – have moved beyond thinking like retailers and are already acting like retailers.
Before we can talk about the retailing opportunity through NDC, we must first examine the retailing
opportunity for airlines in general. How can airlines adopt the right mindset? How can those airlines which
proudly fly the flag for thinking like a retailer make sure that they keep ahead of the curve and do not
revert to legacy retail thinking?
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Serving customers, travellers
and passengers
A good starting point for airlines who want to think like a retailer is to start thinking like their customer:
what is the customer trying to do? Airlines are investing so much time, energy, and resources into getting
customers from A-to-B using Airbus, Boeing or Embraer aircraft that they can ‘forget’ what they are
actually doing for their customers.
For most travellers, the time
spent in the cabin at 30,000
feet is a means to an end: they
are looking to fly somewhere
for a reason. However, airlines
historically only addressed such
needs somewhat fleetingly – if
ever. Airlines saw themselves as
being in the business of getting
people from A-to-B, and the
product they had to sell was
seats. This limited their ambition
and innovation.
Airlines thinking like a retailer
understand that the primary
need of an airline customer is
organising a trip, not buying a flight. The trip could be a quick and functional business trip, an extravagant
birthday vacation, a hen party or a sports tour. For all these customers, the flight is part of the overall
experience. It is important but not the primary concern.

‘Airline distribution systems do a terrible job of supporting carrier
brand propositions. Even within an airline’s direct channels, aircraft
that may offer better passenger experiences – for example, in-seat
power or in-fight Wi-Fi – are rarely adequately distinguished from
aircraft that lack these amenities’.
The Future of Airline Distribution, 2016 – 2021, Henry Harteveldt, Atmosphere Research Group
Airlines have to understand and provide for the end-to-end needs of the traveller, from the time they
leave their home; the products they need to get to the airport, the products that they need to transition
smoothly through the airport, all the way through to the products that travellers need at their destination.
NDC facilitates one fundamental aspect of thinking like a retailer – helping airlines know who their
customers are. A key point here is the term ‘customers’. It may seem to be semantics but the mentality
of thinking about ‘customers’ is totally different to ‘passengers’. Some forward-thinking carriers talk
about ‘guests’. Passengers buy seats. Airline retailers must see the world through the lens of customers
who want an experience and guests who expect service.
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Adopting the retailing mindset
Airlines with a retailing mindset want to sell their customers all parts of their travel itinerary: this means
airlines have to understand and provide for the total trip. Airline retailers start with a seat and air
ancillaries and add hotel booking, car rental, lounge access, attraction tickets, insurance, and airport
transfers. Sophisticated airlines are dynamically packaging these products to create a distinct holiday
proposition.

A selection of travel retailing choices for airline customers

Good retailers use data to help stock the shelf with products that are personalised for the customer
and curated to differentiate them from competitors. Likewise, airline retailers can apply their unique
knowledge of customer preferences, behaviour and purchase history to select the right product – for
example, a boutique hotel, a specific car hire, or a great bundle of destination experiences – and ‘nudge’
the customer right across the new customer journey
In essence, by adopting a ‘retailing’ mindset, airlines flip their thinking about their customer on its head:
‘How can I make sure the customer knows that I have everything needed for the trip? ‘How can I offer
everything the customer needs?’
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The framework of opportunity:
the new customer journey
The ‘airline as a retailer mindset’ and the understanding of the travellers’ booking process enables airlines
to create a retailing strategy based on actual customer behaviour.
The full scale of the opportunity can be visualised through a ‘customer journey map’ which shows
experiences, behaviours and preferences. The customer journey map helps you to visualise all
touchpoints and provides insights into serving not only segments of customers but also individuals.
Airlines can create the appropriate tailored retail-driven interactions to both create value and capture a
bigger share of the customer’s wallet.

A lot of planning goes into travelling, with many devices used right across the customer journey. Google
says that ‘94% of leisure travellers switch between devices as they plan or book a trip.’
There are stages before departure, the departure itself and stages afterwards including in-destination
and return flight: thinking through every step is where the full potential of ancillary, upsell and cross-sell
opportunities can be realised.
Travellers take time to get inspired, to dream, to research. Once the options have been explored, the
customer is ready to book and retailing can begin.
Google’s bigger picture view of the traveller journey is based around four ‘Micro-moments’. Retailing
takes place during the ‘Lets-book-it’ and ‘Can’t-wait-to-explore’ moments, after the initial ‘I-want to get
away’ and ‘Let’s make a plan’ moments’.
Its advice is geared towards smartphones, and the importance of making the booking and payment
process seamless while anticipating customer needs. This applies to all devices.
During the ‘Can’t-wait-to-explore’ stage, airlines can start to retail flight and non-flight products and
service. Google found that ‘Nearly nine out of 10 travellers expect their travel provider to share relevant
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information while they are on their trip. And 67% of travellers feel more loyal toward a travel company
that shares information during their trip that improves their travel experience’.
NDC gives airlines insight into customer preferences and ensures that any retailing offer is relevant.
Generally, during the booking phase, the customer is focused on getting the best deal – the biggest
bang-for-their-buck. Once completed, the customer’s mindset changes: they focus on the quality of
experience that they are getting in-journey, in-flight and at the destination. Customers are thinking of
practicalities – how can I get from the airport to the hotel? – but are also emotionally engaged with the
trip – shall I upgrade our seats? What shall we do when we get there?
Context and content are another way in to fully understanding the customer journey. There is a
distinction between at home, at the airport and at the destination, with device usage often defining the
context. Each context will drive a different customer need, and each device is geared towards a different
user interaction which can influence, in turn, what form of content will be offered.
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Applying retail thinking to NDC
Of course, airline customers are changing: customers are buying not just from the airline’s direct channel
but also from a plethora of online travel agents, corporate travel agents and aggregators. Controlling
your retailing proposition and product content is difficult enough through Airline.com. Delivering retailing
capabilities through indirect is a whole other challenge.
IATA launched NDC because of the limitations in how third parties were presenting inventory to their
customers. Airlines were being commoditised, innovation was reduced to a line of code on an online
travel agency or metasearch results page.
NDC addresses this imbalance by giving airlines control of how their offers are presented in the indirect
channels.
NDC can also support a comprehensive
touchpoint strategy right through the
customer journey.
With NDC-enabled distribution, the customer
experience of searching, shopping and
booking through metasearch sites, online
travel agents, travel management companies
and call centres become a much richer,
engaging experience that ultimately improves
conversion, drives revenue, increases yield
and lowers distribution costs. NDC puts
airlines in control of their own product and
gives them autonomy on how it is sold and by
whom.

NDC will allow us focus on three core aspects of distribution to
achieve a true retail experience and provide access to our offers in
the right channels:
1.

2.

3.

Consistency
A full spectrum of Offers across all booking channels
Transparency
Clearly and accurately disclose Offer attributes
Choice
Access to a full suite of Offers, not just the lowest price point
David Geer, Virgin Atlantic
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NDC plays a starring role in optimising the path to purchase across all phases of the customer journey.
The foundational principle of NDC - allowing airlines to know their customers – means that once
the seat has been booked, the airline has access to the customer details and can pull on data-driven
insights to start merchandising specific offers for the specific customer on that specific trip right across
the customer journey
Looking at the new customer journey through the lens of NDC, we can see that rich content, on-message
branding, UX and dynamic pricing are NDC-enabled techniques which can help an airline secure the
highest margin sale, at a price point which is attractive enough for the travellers to press the ‘book now’
button.
Airlines need to have a digital warehouse of products which they can make visible to the traveller, but as
equally important is the science which ensures that the items on display are appropriate not only for that
customer but also for that channel.
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The what, where and when
of airline retailing
Most airlines are retailing via their airline dotcom, albeit at an entry-level. NDC is the means by which
these processes can be improved and brought into the retailing realm, but there is an imperative for
airlines to rethink their business models.
Flight-related services are sold using two different approaches – a la carte allows customers to build a
personalised flight product by putting options from a menu into a shopping cart. The other option is for
the airline to package the combinations and retail them as pre-priced fare families - “business basic”,
“economy plus”, whatever branding the marketing team can come up with.
NDC creates a virtuous circle – airlines can invest in sophisticated flight experiences, safe in the
knowledge that NDC will allow these products and services to be merchandised in a way which
encourages conversion. Rich content, seat maps, detailed descriptions all play their part.

“The concept of retail merchandising balances creative elements
with commercial considerations”
The Future of Airline Distribution 2016-2021, Henry Harteveldt, Atmosphere Research Group
NDC allows airlines to adopt
a data-driven approach to
indirect distribution.
The new customer journey based around action, activity
and device – generates a
plethora of permutations.
Travellers think – and behave differently at different stages.
Google’s research noted more
than 7000 digital touchpoints
during a four-month
inspirational ‘I-want-to-getaway’ phase compared with
only 40 touchpoints in the
‘can’t-wait-to -explore’ phase
- the weeks leading up to a
three-day trip.
Conversational Interfaces, such as chatbots, for example, are now part of the customer journey: airlines
have already added an upselling component to their messaging offering lounge access 72 hours before
departure via a messaging bot. This chatbot touchpoint is different from how that same product is
retailed to the same customer through an email campaign or a push notification from an app.
Airlines can flex their direct and indirect retailing strategies more effectively with NDC. It allows them
to respond to any changes in their third-party distribution partners’ business models. Online, offline
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and hybrid travel agents are starting to take NDC content from airlines. The GDSs are still the primary
tech supplier to travel agents. Sabre, Travelport, Amadeus and TravelSky are fully embracing NDC as IT
providers and aggregators which should allow agents to service their clients rather than just sell to them.
Agents also need to abandon legacy mindsets to fully exploit the opportunities of NDC. Commissions
have long gone - as more NDC-enabled points of sale come online, service fee revenue should increase.
Many online travel agents use the same GDS technology as their offline agent peers but are able to
overlay their own business intelligence on top of NDC-derived content to present their customers with a
better airline shopping experience. For airlines who need OTAs, partnerships-of-equals are now possible.

Travel management companies serve business travellers, who have a different requirement from leisure
travellers. NDC’s role in helping airlines identify travellers and provide personalised and targeted offers
gives TMCs the opportunity to offer a better service to clients. TMCs also work with corporates as well
as individual travellers. NDC content from different airlines can be fed into the same corporate booking
engine so that comparisons can be made between what on the surface might appear to be similar
products.
The role of NDC is highlighting differentiation is most evident when looking at the metasearch sites.
Kayak, Skyscanner, Momondo et al. were known as price comparison sites for a reason because all they
could do was compare prices. They were a definition of the commoditisation which NDC was looking to
address.
Today, metasearch sites are using NDC to ensure that in-flight features and amenities can be compared
as easily as the price. Airlines get a better representation on these third-party outlets, which in turn allows
customers to compare flights from rival carriers between the same cities using criteria other than price
alone.
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Bringing it all together
“NDC is a technical standard. Distribution strategy is a technical
capability, which may be enabled by NDC, plus a commercial
model to drive new value.”
Caroline Strachan, Festive Road
NDC is the technical language which allows airline retailing to happen, but airlines need to have a
retailing strategy in the first place. NDC’s full potential will only be realised if the strategy reflects the new
opportunities that NDC delivers. There is little for airlines to gain by adopting NDC while continuing with
business as usual.

With an NDC-enabled retailing strategy, airlines get full control over content distribution and Offers made
to all channels, indirect and direct. They can differentiate what they sell and give customers personalised
Offers based on their profile and preferences. Importantly, responsibility for these Offers is in the hands
of the airline itself, not third parties.
The technical specs of NDC means that it can easily integrate into the airline’s existing environment,
which allows an airline to adopt an NDC approach at its own pace without necessarily having to start from
scratch. IATA’s latest ‘Change Readiness Guide’ can support airlines ‘in planning their NDC enablement,
from defining the vision and strategy to initiating the program’.
Airlines can also benefit from economies of scale if their entire retailing strategy is run off a single
platform. In such cases, NDC represents 75%, give or take, of the effort required to implement a full
retail strategy, with the balance of the effort allocated to other features of the retailing platform. A single
platform allows all channel management decisions to be centralised, giving control to the airline via
flexible business rules.
Overall, an NDC-enabled platform allows personalised promotions, a fully responsive selling flow and a
single shopping basket for flights, hotels, cars and travel extras.
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How can I map out the road to
NDC-enabled retailing?
NDC is entering an important phase of its development, as evidenced by IATA’s launch of NDC@Scale.
The initiative aims to ‘industrialise’ the adoption of NDC and bring a critical mass of NDC-enabled
booking into the marketplace by supporting the Leaderboard airlines.
But the 21 airlines which have committed
to getting 20% of their indirect bookings
through NDC channels by 2020
represent a small proportion of the
global aviation market, meaning that
most carriers still need to get their NDC
retailing strategy off the ground. All
airlines are aware of the need for a digital
transformation, and adoption of NDC is
part of that process.
At OpenJaw Technologies, our
recommendation is that airlines who
are not thinking in terms of an NDC
retailing strategy should do so as soon
as possible. Our suggestion is to start small, growing the knowledge base over time and building up a
library of small-scale and successful use cases. Airlines who are early adopters of NDC but not part
of the Leaderboard initiative should connect with B2B partners, such as corporate travel agencies or
metasearch, for their next phase.
We have also identified seven talking points which airlines can use to make sure that the approach to
digital transformation is about changing mindsets and corporate culture rather than ticking off projects
on an IT implementation to-do list.
And there’s even a handy mnemonic to keep these seven NDC pillars front of mind; “every customer
demands personalised content, delivered creatively…”

Experience
The customer experience of buying a trip is framed by their holistic online shopping experience.
Delivering a consistently excellent experience across all devices, platforms and touchpoints for all
customers is essential. Internally, airlines need to start using NDC to get experience in how these
standards work and what they can do in a live retailing environment.

Conversion
Retailing only succeeds if a purchase is made. NDC-enabled airline retailers have upgraded the volume,
veracity and value of the data coming in, and are making better decisions based on better data.
Conversion rate optimisation (CRO) is a growing science and NDC is helping airlines to tap into this wider
e-commerce trend.
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“The best airlines know that CRO is not a set of “hacks,” that it is not
just about A/B testing your landing pages or new features. CRO is a
process. It’s about building a data-driven culture and organisation
that supports experimentation.”
Itzok Franko, Diggintravel

Differentiation
The commoditisation of airline product and pricing was one of the headwinds NDC was intended to
address. Using the NDC standard to integrate rich content into the search, shop and booking flow allows
airlines to retail on their own terms, even through third parties. Australian OTA Webjet worked with rich
content specialists Routehappy by ATPCO and saw a 26.3% higher increase in conversion rates.
Customers are looking at value rather than actual price. NDC gives airlines the chance to differentiate on
product and service rather than just what the cost is.

“We’ve seen about 50% of the customers that are presented with
the Basic opportunity fare are choosing to buy up to a higher fare
level.”
Robert Isom, American Airlines
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Personalisation
Airlines using NDC should be able to provide each potential traveller with an Offer retailed according
to their preferences, based on previous interactions with the airline and bringing in other third-party
data sources. Permissions are vital here, and part of the retailing mindset is to ensure that customers
understand the benefits they get when allowing the airline access to their data. Getting permission is only
the first stage: airlines need to deliver on their personalisation promises, remove irrelevant results and
minimise the paradox of choice which often overwhelms travellers.

Content
Airline retailers need access to
content so they have something
to sell. NDC not only allows them
to retail internal content but
facilitates the connection with
third-party providers such as
hotels or car hire companies.
APIs – the technology which
allows different systems to talk
to each other - allows airlines
to become a direct supplier of
products and develop exclusive
inventory to make more tailored
recommendations, supported
across multiple channels.

Data
NDC-enabled airlines can use data-driven insights across all parts of the business. Effective conversion
rate and personalisation strategies outlined above rely on accurate data, but also need to apply data
science thinking across the entire customer journey. The macro concern of collecting the data works in
synch with the micro application of that data to deliver quantifiable commercial benefits.

Control
A retailing mindset is about controlling what is sold to whom, how, when and for how much. NDC controls
what inventory is shared with third-party seller sites and allows sellers to be flexible with how that
inventory is displayed.
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Conclusion:
In order to fully exploit the game-changing potential of NDC-enabled retailing, airlines need to adopt a
new way of thinking. Digital transformation has already prepared the ground for new corporate attitudes
and thinking like a retailer is part of this fresh approach.
Retailers have lots of different products to sell while ensuring that what they present is appropriate to
that particular customer. Merchandising and personalisation are fundamental to this.
Thinking like a retailer is the first stage of the process. Acting like and becoming a retailer is another,
requiring further layers of new thinking. NDC supports the theory of retailing by providing industry
standards that allow airlines to take a consistent approach to inventory access and sharing. In practical
terms, the retailing mindset must be built holistically across the airline and requires buy-in from all
departments, an end to silos and the integration of systems.
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About OpenJaw
OpenJaw Technologies is reimagining the future of travel retailing with new platforms, new products and
new partnerships. OpenJaw customers include the world’s biggest travel brands: All Nippon Airways (ANA),
British Airways, Cathay Pacific, Hainan Airlines, Sichuan Airlines, Comair, Iberia, Aeroplan, Loyalty One, Asia
Miles, Kulula.com, Shenzhen Airlines, Four Seasons, Avis, Color Line, Tibet Airlines, China United Airlines and
Hong Kong Airlines.
OpenJaw has three platforms designed to create and capture value right across the new customer journey:
OpenJaw t-Retail, OpenJaw t-Data and OpenJaw t-Social, creating a unified platform ecosystem:
•

OpenJaw t-Retail is the most powerful retailing platform in online travel. t-Retail delivers dynamic
bundling of flights, seats, bags, hotels, car hire, lounge, attractions, insurance and transfers to create
an unlimited combination of offers – presented seamlessly across all distribution channels

•

OpenJaw t-Data is a Big Data platform that delivers end-to-end personalised retailing, on demand
and in the cloud, and empowers travel retailers to successfully create individualised experiences for
customers wherever and whenever they engage

•

OpenJaw t-Social fuses social messaging platforms such as Facebook Messenger & WeChat with
artificial intelligence (AI) to automate customer servicing at scale, capture additional revenue and
reduce costs.

OpenJaw is a subsidiary of TravelSky Technology Limited, the dominant provider of information technology
solutions for China’s aviation and travel industry. OpenJaw has its headquarters in Dublin, Ireland, with
offices in Galway (Ireland), Madrid (Spain), Kraków (Poland), Hong Kong and Dalian (Greater China).
Contact us to find our how OpenJaw can help you with your retailing strategy:
t. +353 (0) 1 525 7100
e. info@openjawtech.com
openjawtech.com
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